THE AMAZING DAY
call it a day, not to stumble blindly through it, but live through it
with a habit of amazement as it unfolds; more objective and less
exhausting than to allow tumult and coincidence, strangeness and
inconsequence, to discourage the mind's new habit of relating even
unrelated events. Our days should remain unforced but need not
pass unmarked.
And supposing one were right in assuming that each individual
day with its manifold contributions reaches us as an unsolicited
gift from a more talented Source than our own pre-war tidier
conception of what a day should--be, then, without being too
metaphysical or self-conscious, we could while yet alive watch
, what was happening in each curved division of twelve or twenty-
four hours—and get the Big Idea, perhaps, before the end e For
the division of time into days is not wholly arbitrary and man-made.
Light and darkness have something to do with it, which might
indicate that the contents of each day are also not haphazard and
pitched into it at random, overlapping at the edges. Anyhow, it
could do us no harm to check up on the matter; enlighten ourselves
(which can be done without any real waste of effort) as to what is
contained time after time within each ring of light before darkness
falls, and see if the results first startle us, then add up to sense and
satisfaction.
There are two or three dangers in this: chiefly that you are
liable to look on each day as though it must somewhere contain
a sort of inevitable rescue squad, to appear in case the rest of the
day's sequence looks like.coming to pieces, without even a lively
incoherence to distinguish it; and you are disappointed if the
rescue squad fails to turn up; in fact, likely to disown such a day,
in the same spirit as those sundials of smug character declare: "I
only mark the sunny hours".
Time is more slippery to collect than events. For strangeness
must declare itself whenever we try to think objectively about time,
instead of hastily adding "the great healer" and sliding on to a
more incisive subject. I once promised a child of four to send her
a special present—"in a week". She asked: "What is a week ?",
a very natural question at her age. But I thought, stumped for an
answer, what is a week ? One's music-mistress used to say: "You
must keep time", but in time we learnt that we did not want to
keep the beastly thing (is your servant a metronome ?). And then
again, what is Summer-Time ? And piling on the agony, what is
Double Summer-Time ?. . . Explain that to a child of four, if you
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